
Mallie Ann Breuer Men’s Power 4’s Tournament Rules 
• No player positions will be kept except for serving rotation. 
• Any player can attack/block at the net. 
• No open hand tipping is allowed in front of the 10-foot line. 
• Directional blocking is allowed - only during the block attempt. 
• Set overs must go in a direction perpendicular to the setter’s body (a setter may not angle 

their set over). 
 If the ball is set over (with two hands), the ball must land in the direction the setting 

player is facing and the ball must have an upward trajectory. 
 The setting player must be facing the direction the ball lands (no setter dumps). 

• You can receive the serve and “free balls” with open hands. 

Additional Rules: 

All participants must be 16 years of age or older at the time of match. 

In general, we will follow USAV rules unless otherwise noted. 

Any dispute of rules will be decided by the tournament refs and/or facility director 

Refunds are not issued for ejections for unsportsmanlike conduct 

All tournaments will be rally scoring 

A block does not count as a contact 

Contact with any part of the net between the antenna is illegal. Does not include hair or clothing 

Players can cross the center line provided some part of the hand/foot remain on/above the center 
line 

No blocking or attacking the serve 

Contacting the ball with a foot is allowed 

 
Double contacts are legal during first contact, if resulting from a hard-driven ball (Serve or attack) 

Reaching over the net is only permitted during the follow through of a hit made on a player’s own 
side, and during a block or block attempt 

A player may not go into another court to play the ball 

If the ball contacts the ceiling or any hanging object, it must come down on the same side to be 
able to play the ball 

If a team is 10 minutes late for the start of a match, they forfeit the first game. If they are 15 
minutes late, they forfeit the match. 

If a team loses a player due to injury during a match, that team can substitute another player in 
that position. 


